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Magnifique, the touch of metal 
chains on your skin awakens 
desire... Elegant accessories that 
can be worn for any occasion 
and then turn into the 
instruments you need for 
venturing into the world of soft 
bondage.

Their design, which is based on the 
ones worn by sensual cabaret 
dancers, infuses your look with 
sensuality and eroticism. Pair them 
with an evening gown, lingerie or, 
simply, your skin.

Time to play! Their dual use allows 
you to enjoy playing secret games 
and fulfill your fantasies. 

 

 

WHAT HOW

Inspired by New York cabarets

 

Fashionable Erotic Accessories

 Accessories in your secret games

 

Soft Bondage in the shape 
of jewelry

Unique design

A sensual look

 

 

0% nickel

Combine them! 

The sensuous dancers of New York cabarets in the 20s inspired their 
design, in which seduction is present in every detail. 

Elegant fashion accessories that go well with every look. In private 
they turn into your favorite erotic instruments for venturing into the 
world of soft bondage.

Elegant fashion accessories that go well with every look. In private 
they turn into your favorite erotic instruments for venturing into the 
world of soft bondage.

Soft Bondage in the shape of jewelry Venture into the world of soft 
bondage with the Magnifique collection. A whip to punish with 
pleasure, cuffs and a necklace to obey your wishes. 

Designed by Bijoux Indiscrets 

Magnifique infuses your favorite outfits with sensuality and eroticism. 
Pair it with an evening gown, lingerie or, simply, your skin. 

Our products are totally nickel free, so they will not cause any allergic 
reactions. 

Combine them!  Their design and materials, little golden chains, 
allow you to combine the accessories in this collection. 
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HOW WHY MORE

Use these metallic chains to caress your 
partner's skin; the contrast of cold metal 
on warm skin will surprise him. Raise the 
temperature of your caresses and use the 
metal chains to punish him with pleasure. 

The elegant style of this pendant will 
deceive anyone who looks at it.  Turn it 
into a whip that punishes with delight in 
your private encounters. 

When the sense of sight is removed, all 
the others are heightened. Combine your 
Magnifique whip with a blindfold to 
enhance your sensations. 

Whip / Collar

An elegant necklace 
that turns into a 
fantastic whip in your 
moments of passion. 
Take delight in 
punishing!  

WHAT

HOW WHY MORE

The fasteners of the Magnifique chains 
are adjustable for all sizes. Adjust them 
to your taste! . 

You can enjoy these bracelets in private 
by turning them into fabulous handcuffs. 
Handcuff your wrists together by 
connecting your bracelets with a little 
chain. 

The Magnifique cuffs can be combined 
with the necklace from the same 
collection. Use the little chain to join these 
two accessories together and voilà! the 
perfect set for your games. 

Handcuffs 

Elegant bracelets that 
become handcuffs to 
fulfill your most secret 
fantasies. Obey your 
senses! 

WHAT
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HOW

WHY

You can adjust the Magnifique necklace to 
whatever length you like; the fastener is 
adjustable! 

Limit your movements even further to 
heighten your sensations. The Magnifique 
necklace and bracelets combine to 
perfection. Use a little chain to join these 
two accessories together and get the 
perfect set for your soft bondage games. 

Necklace

An elegant necklace for your sophisticated 
party looks, which turns into the perfect 
accessory for your bondage games. Link it 
with your cuffs with or without a chain.  

WHAT

HOW

WHY

You can adjust your Magnifique shoulder 
accessory to however you wish by using 
the adjustable fastener. 

A fashion accessory that combines to 
perfection with an evening look and an 
erotic accessory to be paired with your 
sexiest lingerie or, simply, you skin. 
Moreover, it is reversible! You choose how 
you want to wear the accessory; you can 
tie it in front or in back. 

Shoulders  

Add a touch of sensuality to your 
evening look with this accessory for 
shoulders and back. It will be the only 
thing he wants to see on you as it suits 
your skin so beautifully. 

WHAT



   

EAN CODE:

Whip: 84 3700800371 9
Handcuffs: 84 3700800373 3
Collar: 84 3700800372 6
Waist: 84 3700800374 0
Shoulders: 84 3700800375 7

WEIGHT WITH PACK:
 
Whip: 0.04 kg / 1.41 oz
Handcuffs: 0.07 kg / 2.46 oz
Collar: 0.095 kg / 3.35 oz
Waist: 0.08 kg / 2.82 oz
Shoulders: 0.12 kg / 4.23 oz

HS CODE: 7117 19 00
 

MATERIALS: metallic chain
(whip, handcuffs, collar, waist jewelry, 
shoulders jewelry)

TECHNICAL DATA

LANGUAGE: 
EN, SP, DE, NL, IT, FR, PT, RU, GR, AR

 

HOW WHY MORE

The hip accessory is 100% adjustable. You 
can adjust the fastener to your taste. 

 

Are you thinking about surprising your 
partner with an amazing striptease? This 
jewel highlights female curves, you can 
wear it to the end and it is perfect with 
your sexiest lingerie or your skin! He will 
not want you to take it off! 

Wear this accessory as a belt with your 
favorite jeans or as an evocative ornament 
around your neck, either with or without 
lingerie. 

Waist

A very sensual 
accessory that adorns 
female shapes, a 
gleam of eye-catching 
gold to bring attention 
to wherever you want! 
It combines perfectly 
with your evening 
looks and your skin. 
The only accessory he 
will never want to take 
off you. 

WHAT
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